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Background:
Decisions on pricing and reimbursement of medicines are
made at national in the context of the country’s health system.
Although there has been significant progress towards partial
harmonization in health technology assessment (HTA)
approach in EU member-states, currently HTA process is
still country-specific. This fact does not prevent countries to
exercise significant efforts for regular improvement/upgrade of
their HTA systems, based on health policy’s goals, budget,
existing good practices in other countries etc. The aim of the
current publications is to perform a comparative analysis of
the reimbursement systems for medicines in Bulgaria and
France.
Methods:
The methodology includes comparative analysis based on the
assessment of the health technologies in both countries for the
period from April.2019 until Sep.2020; sociological
Methods:
documentary method and statistical
Methods:
graphical analysis.
Results:
The number of the HTA reports reviewed in both countries is
similar as well as the ratio of approved/non-approved
therapies. In both countries the largest share of new medicinal
products approved for reimbursement were cancer products
and the number of orphan medicines was significant. The
main difference is that in Bulgaria there is only one evaluation
needed for inclusion in the reimbursement system, while in
France two evaluations form the reimbursement level. Some
differences regarding reimbursement of hospital use medicines
were also found.

Conclusions:
The efficacy of systems in both countries is similar as far as the
number of approved therapies is concerned. Slight difference
in the methods applied was observed.
Key messages:
 The Haute Autorité de Sante (HAS) is amongst the few HTA
decisions recognized and reviewed in Bulgaria which
obviously impacted the Bulgarian system and resulted in
the observed similarities.
 Sharing best practices and assessment reports amongst
countries facilitate future harmonization of HTA on EU
level.
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Background:
Design for All (DfA) strategy addressing human diversity,
social inclusion and equality, can have an impact on users’
well-being in healthcare facilities. However, evaluation tools
are needed to identify the extent to which DfA influences users’
experience and service quality. This study explores the
application of the Design for All A.U.D.I.T. (Assessment
Usability Design & Inclusion Tool).
Methods:
The tool’s structure is based on a multicriteria framework that
evaluate hospital areas through a rating system. The hierarchical framework includes three Categories of DfA outcomes
(Physical-spatial quality; Sensorial-cognitive quality and Social
quality) with related criteria, indicators and requirements. The
tool has been applied in the evaluation of two private hospitals,
one in Buffalo (US) and one in Milan (Italy).
Results:
The analysis of findings addressed both spatial and DfA qualities.
For spaces, Horizontal circulation had the best scores in both
hospitals (76% Italy, 88% US). The Italian hospital Vertical
circulation had the lowest score (46%), while in the Buffalo
facility Outdoor spaces had the lowest scores. Regarding DfA
qualities, the Italian hospital obtained the highest score in
Environmental Factors (84%), due to a sustainable design
approach, while Social Inclusion got the lowest score (54%).
The Buffalo facility scored higher on Social Inclusion (87%)
because it provides diverse services for users. Both the hospitals
had problems with Wayfinding due to layout and signs, scoring
low on this criterion (59% Italy, 39% US).
Conclusions:
The analysis of the hospitals demonstrated that the tool can
evaluate spaces and DfA outcomes along dimensions of health
and well-being. The system can be used to identify critical
aspects and suggest design strategies, defining priorities for
interventions. Further research directions will consider applications in different hospitals to ensure the tool scalability and
application to new building projects.
Key messages:
 The evaluation tool enhances Public Health by measuring
hospital quality in terms of Design for All and user needs.
 The tool can be applied in the decision-making process
during design and renovation of specific areas of hospitals to
implement Inclusive Design.
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the degree when the patients perceive their adaptation to the
diagnosis and cancer treatment. It comprises 29 items and
measures four inner scales: determination, helplessness,
anxiety, cognitive negligence and fatalism. It has been applied
in compliance with strict confidentiality, voluntary principle
and objectivity to 30 patients - 14 male and 16 female.
Results:
MAC scales have good consistency - alpha coefficient from
0.56 to 0.74. The age correlates moderately with disease type
(r=.35, p = 0.05). Helplessness is in positive relation to anxiety
(r=.63, p = 0.000) and fatalism (r=.30, p = 0.05), and in
negative one to determination (r=-.35, p = 0.05). The determination is in statistic positive relation to cognitive negligence
(r=.44, p = 0.02).
Conclusions:
The malignant disease type does not influence the scale results.
They are influenced by inner factors as morbid experience,
sensitivity to the disease, psychological protections that are
frequently demonstrated by cognitive negligence and determination. MAC has been successfully implemented in the clinical
psychological counseling in Bulgaria.
Key messages:
 Mental Adjustment to Cancer Scale identifies patients’
adaptation to cancer and is introduced in Bulgaria.
 The methodology shows the established cognitive mechanisms for personal understanding and behavior in the course
of treatment.

